PubMed is an online research database. It provides access to literally millions of clinical studies that have been published in selected scientific journals. The PubMed database is part of the National Library of Medicine at the National Institutes of Health.
To research a topic on PubMed, go to: www.pubmed.com. Doing this will redirect you to the site's actual URL: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?DB=pubmed. (You may also type the actual URL into your browser -it's just more complicated. Save the page as a bookmark to avoid this step in the future.)
Once on the PubMed site, find the search bar near the top of the page and enter the keywords you desire. Hit the Go button to the right of the search bar (or your "return" key) to bring up studies in the database that are relevant to your search.
TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL SEARCHING
• Narrow down your search by entering more than one keyword or phrase.
• Surround phrases with quotation marks.
(Example: instead of calcium citrate, type "calcium citrate.")
• Use commas or the word AND in upper case letters to separate multiple keywords or phrases.
(Example: instead of calcium citrate bone, type in "calcium citrate" AND bone.)
• To find a specific study whose authors or title are known, include one or more last names of the authors and a few choice words from the title as keywords. (Note: This is the easiest way to pull up the studies noted in Pioneer's Clinical Study References.)
VIEWING ABSTRACTS VS SUMMARIES
When you hit "Go," studies will be displayed in what is called summary form. The summary only provides journal name & volume number, date of publication, author names and title -the same points noted in these clinical reference pages. For information about the study's results and conclusions, you will want to view an abstract of the studya paragraph describing a study's objective, procedure and findings.*
• To view a single abstract, click on the authors' names (appearing in blue) in the summary.
• To view several abstracts, click in the boxes located to the left of the summaries. Then select "Abstract" from the pull down Display menu (located below the left side of the search bar, under the folder icons).
• To view additional studies on the same topic, click on the words "Related Articles" (appearing in blue) located to the right of each study summary or abstract. 
